Developed with the American Orthopaedic Foot & Ankle Society® (AOFAS),
this in-depth monograph details the design and implementation of specific
implants, as well as their advantages and disadvantages.

In addition, the basics of ankle arthritis are covered, including alternative
treatment options, along with polyethylene wear and the ever-challenging
deformity correction. Finally, the future of TAA is examined to provide the reader
with what may lie ahead by building on current design issues.

Prostheses include:
The Agility Total Ankle Prosthesis
The Scandinavian Total Ankle Replacement Prosthesis
The Salto and Salto Talaris Prosthesis
The Hintegra Prosthesis
The INBONE and INBONE II Prostheses
The Mobility Prosthesis
The Trabecular Metal Prosthesis
The Monograph Series draws on current literature to support diagnosis,
initial treatment, and management decision making for specific orthopaedic
conditions.